MY AWESOME PLAYGROUND – SCHOOL BEAUTIFICATION PROJECT

Zone 1 – Provide new seating with supporting decked area.
Zone 2 – Seating to be removed and bollards relocated with new low level adventure climbing equipment.
Zone 3 – Synthetic grass resurfaced for new running track. Old seating re imagined.
Zone 4 – Cyclone fencing and seating removed. Synthetic grass removed and ground levelled to construct large landscaped gathering area.
Zone 5 – Garden space at Warrigal Road turned into a sustainable garden. Staged project.
Zone 6A – Existing playground equipment removed and resurfaced to provide more open space.
Zone 6B – Transform decked area into functional seating for groups of students.
Zone 7 – Relocatable classroom - TBA
Zone 8 – Foundation corridor to be rendered and painted featuring line art on wall.
Zone 9 – Line markings redrawn.
Zone 11 – Area decked to create a stage and seating. Sustainable garden installed.